An Ancient Gene Network Is Co-opted for Teeth on Old and New Jaws
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Vertebrate dentitions originated in the posterior pharynx of jawless fishes more than half a billion years ago. As gnathostomes (jawed vertebrates) evolved, teeth developed on oral jaws and helped to establish the dominance of this lineage on land and in the sea. The advent of oral jaws was facilitated, in part, by absence of hox gene expression in the first, most anterior, pharyngeal arch. Much later in evolutionary time, teleost fishes evolved a novel toothed jaw in the pharynx, the location of the first vertebrate teeth. To examine the evolutionary modularity of dentitions, we asked whether oral and pharyngeal teeth develop using common or independent gene regulatory pathways. First, we showed that tooth number is correlated on oral and pharyngeal jaws across species of cichlid fishes from Lake Malawi (East Africa), suggestive of common regulatory mechanisms for tooth initiation. Surprisingly, we found that cichlid pharyngeal dentitions develop in a region of dense hox gene expression. Thus, regulation of tooth number is conserved, despite distinct developmental environments of oral and pharyngeal jaws; pharyngeal jaws occupy hox-positive, endodermal sites, and oral jaws develop in hox-negative regions with ectodermal cell contributions. Next, we studied the expression of a dental gene network for tooth initiation, most genes of which are similarly deployed across the two disparate jaw sites. This collection of genes includes members of the ectodysplasin pathway, eda and edar, expressed identically during the patterning of oral and pharyngeal teeth. Taken together, these data suggest that pharyngeal teeth of jawless vertebrates utilized an ancient gene network before the origin of oral jaws, oral teeth, and ectodermal appendages. The first vertebrate dentition likely appeared in a hox-positive, endodermal environment and expressed a genetic program including ectodysplasin pathway genes. This ancient regulatory circuit was co-opted and modified for teeth in oral jaws of the first jawed vertebrate, and subsequently deployed as jaws enveloped teeth on novel pharyngeal jaws. Our data highlight an amazing modularity of jaws and teeth as they coevolved during the history of vertebrates. We exploit this diversity to infer a core dental gene network, common to the first tooth and all of its descendants.

Introduction

Teeth are ancient vertebrate structures. During the early evolution of vertebrates, the appearance of a pharyngeal dentition greatly enhanced the capacity for processing food. Tooth-like structures located on elements of the pharyngeal series or skeleton were present in extinct jawless fishes (agnathans), for example members of the conodonts and later the theriodonts, which both possessed intricate, well-organized replacing dental systems [1–4]. Although tooth-like elements (denticles) were also present on the dermal surface of some agnathans (including theriodonts) and chondrichthians, it was the occurrence of uniquely patterned pharyngeal teeth in agnathans that likely foreshadowed all other vertebrate oropharyngeal teeth [1,3–5]. Intriguingly, some extant fish still retain this ancient population of teeth in the posterior pharyngeal skeleton. More advanced groups of teleosts have adapted their posterior pharyngeal skeleton with teeth housed in discrete functional jaws, as in the cichlids and other groups [6–14] (Figure 1).

Teeth arise from a collaboration of different cell types that coalesce during the formation of the pharyngeal arches. Pharyngeal arches develop as a set of bulges on the ventrolateral side of the embryonic vertebrate head [15–17] (Figure 1). The formation of the pharyngeal arches involves the combination of all “germ” tissue layers: ectoderm covering each arch externally, endoderm lining the arches, and between these layers, the neural crest-derived mesenchyme surround a core of mesoderm [16]. Numerous common key developmental genes are required to regulate both arch patterning and development of the dentition (e.g., bmp4 and dlx2; Figure 1C–1F). During the evolution of vertebrates, a general reduction in the number of pharyngeal arches is observed, from fossil agnathans (e.g., “ostracoderms” [18]) that possessed tens of arches and multiple (up to 45) gill openings [15,18], to amniotes that have five arches [15]. Teleost fish have seven pharyngeal arches [19]. The first pharyngeal arch (PA1) in the series forms the oral jaws (Figure 1). The second arch (PA2) forms the hyoid and the jaw support; the remaining posterior arches either contribute to
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the formation of the gills and gill-related skeletal structures (branchial) in fish or become incorporated into the throat of tetrapods [15]. The most posterior arch (PA7) in teleost fish houses a pharyngeal dentition, and in some groups, PA7 forms a second set of jaws, the pharyngeal jaws (Figure 1). The numbering of the arches PA1–7 in teleosts generally reflects the order of metameric development from anterior to posterior. However, the most terminal posterior arch (PA7 in teleost fish) develops out of series, ahead of most of the anterior arches [20].

The evolutionary origin of toothed oral jaws galvanized the dominance of gnathostomes and may have been prompted by the loss of Hox gene regulation in PA1 [21,22]. This notion has been supported by a report [21] of Hox gene expression during first arch formation in the lamprey (Lampetra fluviatilis), a jawless fish, although this observation is con-

Figure 1. Malawi Cichlids Exhibit Toothed Oral and Pharyngeal Jaws
(A) Schematic drawing (lateral view) of the generalized cichlid cranial skeleton, showing the relative location of the oral jaws (purple) and the pharyngeal jaws of PA7 (blue).
(B) Dorsal view of an alizarin red skeletal preparation of the lower pharyngeal and oral elements of a juvenile D. compressiceps (DC) showing the series of branchial (pharyngeal) arches 1–7 and ceratobrachial elements CB1–5; the white asterisk indicates the toothed pharyngeal jaw. Scale bar represents 500 μm. (C and D) Lateral views with expression of dlx2 labeling neural crest-derived cells in the pharyngeal arches of M. zebra (MZ) (C) and D. compressiceps (DC) (D). Both cichlids are 4 dpf and to the same scale; scale bar in (D) represents 200 μm. dlx2 expression is observed throughout the arches from the mandibular arch, PA1 (black arrowheads), throughout the pharynx to the most posterior arch, PA7 (white arrowheads). dlx2 expression is also present in neural crest-derived mesenchymal cells that populate the arches (white arrows).
(E and F) Sagittal sections of MZ (5 dpf) showing expression of bmp4 in multiple regions of the developing head and pharynx. bmp4 is expressed throughout the arches in neural crest-derived arch mesenchyme for each pharyngeal arch (PA1–7), including both the mesenchyme and epithelial components of the developing teeth (black arrowheads). (E) The medial sagittal section and (F) lateral sagittal section show the gill-bearing arches (PA3–6). Both (E and F) are to the same scale; scale bar in (E) represents 200 μm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000031.g001

Author Summary

During evolution, teeth originated deep in the pharynx of ancient and extinct jawless fishes. Later, with the evolution of bony fish, teeth appeared in the mouth, as in most current vertebrates, although some living fishes retain teeth in the posterior pharynx. We integrate comparative morphology, paleontology, and molecular biology to infer the genetic control of the first dentition. We identify Hox genes as important components of an ancient dental gene-regulatory circuit and pinpoint subsequent modifications to this gene network that accompanied the evolution of toothed oral jaws. Furthermore, we highlight a set of genes conserved in the construction of all teeth, regardless of location and lineage. This core dental gene network is evolutionarily essential: nature appears never to have made a dentition without it.
troversial (see Takio et al. [23]). All extant, jawed vertebrates do not express Hox genes in developing PA1. Numerous studies conclude that for correct first arch (PA1) fate, Hox genes must be absent, and consequently, for posterior arch fate, Hox genes must be present [24–28]. A branchial Hox code maintains the identity of more posterior pharyngeal arches, including the seventh pharyngeal arch (PA7) in teleosts [29] that house the terminal pharyngeal jaws.

Osteichthyan fish have retained the potential to form teeth throughout the oropharyngeal cavity, which includes the most posterior arch, PA7 (Figure 1). The ancestral condition for osteichthyanis teeth located throughout the oropharynx (e.g., Amaia calva, the bowfin) [1,5]. However, an evolutionary trend toward a reduction in the sites that house teeth throughout the oropharynx is observed, similar to that of the arches themselves. For example, tetrapods have a dentition reduced to the oral jaws; further reductions are observed in tetrapods with complete (birds and turtles) or partial (mammals) loss of teeth within the single oral row. Even the developmental teleost model, the zebrafish (Danio rerio), has a reduced dentition with few teeth present on the lower PA7 and a complete loss of oral teeth [30,31].

Oral and pharyngeal teeth are assumed to be serially homologous [5,32,33]. This is thought to be the case despite the likelihood that tissue origins are not equivalent, with teleost oral teeth having the potential for ectodermal cell participation and pharyngeal teeth born out of endodermal epithelial tissue [1,5,34]. Tissue origin identification of the oral epithelium that contributes to tooth development has been consistently elusive. The break down of the stomodeum or the oropharyngeal/buccopharyngeal membrane leads to mixing of both anterior ectodermal and posterior endodermal cells within the oropharyngeal cavity, therefore a definite ectoderm/endoderm boundary may be unidentifiable. The mixed interface between the endoderm and ectoderm within the oropharyngeal cavity may be variable among vertebrate groups [35,36]. Reports of both histological and cell labeling evidence have suggested that some vertebrates develop oral teeth in close proximity to endodermal cells, even mammalian incisors (37) and molars (P. Sharpe, personal correspondence). Recently, Soukup et al. [36] observed that oral teeth of the Mexican axolotl form from epithelium either born of ectoderm, endoderm, or a mixture of the two, and teeth that form as a result of these specific cell types or their collaboration are indistinguishable. This therefore suggests that at least in the oral region, the origin of the epithelium may vary; the important combination for odontogenesis is some source of epithelium plus the underlying neural crest-derived ectomesenchyme [36]. The data of Soukup et al. [36] lead to the interpretation that most anterior oral teeth are likely ectodermal, posterior oral teeth develop from a mixed population of ectodermal and endodermal epithelia, and the most posterior teeth, such as those on PA7 in teleost fishes, are likely formed from strictly endodermal cells [1,5,34]. Isolated reports have concluded that the teeth on the oral and pharyngeal elements of teleost fish share expression of a small set of genes, with notable differences [31,38–41]. In addition, certain genetic factors, key to the developmental programming of the mammalian oral dentition, are similarly expressed in equivalent regions of the developing teleost pharyngeal dentition [31,38–44].

Despite the coordination of tooth and arch development (above), oral and pharyngeal odontogenesis is partly decoupled from associated bones and/or cartilage [20,22,30]. Mutations affecting the pharyngeal cartilages, including PA7, do not necessarily disrupt the development of pharyngeal teeth [20,30,45], and mutations affecting pharyngeal teeth do not necessarily disrupt cartilage development [46]. Interestingly, other zebrafish mutations that affect pharyngeal/branchial cartilage formation in most arches do not always affect the most posterior tooth bearing PA7 [20]. This suggests that PA7 has unique properties separating it from more anterior arches. The involvement of Hox genes during the development and organization of the pharyngeal skeleton [29] implies that pharyngeal teeth develop and fuse to skeletal elements in a Hox-positive environment, unlike those of the oral jaws that develop consistently in a Hox-negative region, unless the appropriate conditions for jaw formation regardless of location require a loss (albeit temporary, in the case of PA7) of Hox regulation.

The available data are thus equivocal on the molecular regulation of oral versus pharyngeal dentitions. These dentitions are evolutionarily decoupled; teeth arose first in the pharynx prior to the origin of jaws. They are functionally decoupled; many vertebrates possess pharyngeal teeth and not oral teeth (e.g., zebrafish), and many others possess oral teeth and not pharyngeal teeth (e.g., mammals). They are developmentally decoupled in space (PA1 vs. PA7), tissue distribution (contribution of ectoderm in PA1 vs. endoderm in PA7), and possibly by the influence of the Hox code. One of the major difficulties in interpreting available data is that they are drawn from organisms, often with only a single dentition (zebrafish or mouse), separated by vast evolutionary distances, or sampled species are taken from lineages exhibiting reduced dental diversity (e.g., medaka, trout) among close relatives.

Our aim is to understand the relationships and constraints between evolutionarily, developmentally, and functionally decoupled oral and pharyngeal dentitions. Our models for this project are cichlid fishes from Lake Malawi, for three primary reasons. First, Malawi cichlids exhibit a tremendous diversity in oral and pharyngeal jaw dentitions, and this variation has evolved in a short evolutionary window [47]. Second, all cichlids possess modified posterior pharyngeal arches, which act as a functional jaw (Figure 1 and 2; [6,7]). Cichlids, and a few other teleost lineages [6–9,12–14,48], demonstrate a feature fusion of the bilateral units of the lower pharyngeal jaw cartilages (LPJ) and a novel muscular sling that pulls the LPJ upward to contact the hinged upper pharyngeal jaw cartilage (e.g., runx2, shh, and wnt7b) associated with variation in oral jaw row number, tooth number within rows, and the spacing of teeth [49]; we can therefore ask how this network of genes is expressed in dentitions on oral and pharyngeal jaws of the same organism. Here we use “gene network” in the sense of coordinated expression. Exact similarities between network topologies (e.g., interactions between nodes), while implicated, remain to be determined in each evolutionary lineage. We integrate these molecular data with
Figure 2. Oral and Pharyngeal Tooth Number Is Correlated in Malawi Cichlids

(A–I) show three species of Malawi cichlid: *D. compressiceps* (DC) (A–C), *M. zebra* (MZ) (D–F), and *L. fuelleborni* (LF) (G–I). Dorsal views of (B, E, and H) show adult lower oral jaws, cleared and alizarin-stained bone/dentine preparation, and (C, F, and I) show adult lower (ceratobrachial [CB]5/PA7) pharyngeal jaws with the soft tissue removed. DC, MZ, and LF represent a range in oral and pharyngeal tooth number (Table S1): there are fewest teeth in DC, more teeth in MZ, many teeth in LF.

(J) Across Malawi cichlids, a positive correlation is observed between the number of teeth on the oral and pharyngeal jaws ($r = 0.53$ without *P. nigra* and $r = 0.66$ including *P. nigra*; $p < 0.00001$), see (A–I). Data points labeled DC, MZ, and LF refer to the three species in (A–I).

(K) Phylogenetically independent contrasts for tooth number across the Malawi cichlid flock without *P. nigra* ($r = 0.39$; $p < 0.019$; see Materials and Methods).

Scale bars in (B) and (H) represent 500 μm. (E) and (H) are to the same scale. (C, F, and I) show the pharyngeal jaws to the same scale.

doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000031.g002
comparative morphology and paleontology to (1) infer the ancient dental network used to pattern the first teeth and (2) suggest a core regulatory circuit common to all dentitions.

**Results**

**Tooth Number Is Correlated across Jaws in Malawi Cichlids**

We took advantage of oral and pharyngeal dental diversity among Lake Malawi cichlids to ask whether tooth number was controlled similarly on each jaw. We therefore estimated the number of teeth on both oral and pharyngeal jaws of adult fishes for a range of Malawi cichlid species spanning the major evolutionary lineages and the extremes of dental diversity (Figure 2). For instance, the large (0.5 m) pelagic predator *Rhamphochromis esox* possesses an average of 65 oral and 110 pharyngeal teeth, whereas the rock-dwelling algal brusher *Petrotilapia nigra* has on average 1,170 oral and 722 pharyngeal teeth (Figure 2; Table S1). There was a positive and highly significant correlation between the numbers of teeth on oral versus pharyngeal jaws ($r = 0.55$ without *P. nigra* and $r = 0.66$ including *P. nigra*; $p < 0.00001$; Figure 2J). This correlation is independent of evolutionary history as demonstrated by removing phylogenetic effects with independent contrasts ($r = 0.39$; $p < 0.019$; Figure 2K). These data indicate that regulators of tooth initiation (tooth number) are similar across the two dentitions, a surprise given functional independence, developmental differences, and evolutionary separation.

**Hox Genes Are Expressed in the Cichlid Pharyngeal Dentition**

Following (1) the correlation described above and (2) the idea that lack of Hox expression is permissive for toothed jaw development on PA1 [21], we predicted that Hox genes would be down-regulated during the development of the cichlid toothed pharyngeal jaw on PA7. We therefore examined the expression of seven Hox genes (*hoxA2b, hoxA5a, hoxB2a, hoxB5b, hoxB6b, hoxC6a, and hoxD4a*; Figure 3) in two cichlid species, *Metriaclima zebra* (MZ) and *Copadichromis conophorus* (CC) representing the two major Malawi evolutionary lineages [50], during a critical period when pharyngeal jaws and dentitions develop. Notably, all seven Hox genes were strongly expressed within the mesenchyme enveloping the pharyngeal jaw cartilages of PA7 with six of the seven genes examined (*hoxA2b, hoxB5b, hoxB6b, and hoxD4a*, Figure 3A–3C and 3G–3O; *hoxB2a* and *hoxC6a*; unpublished data) expressed in the dental mesenchymal cells directly surrounding the tooth germs. Furthermore, *hoxB5b* (Figure 3G–3I) and *hoxB6b* (Figure 3J–3L) are expressed in the basal dental mesenchyme within individual tooth germs (dental papilla) at this stage. *hoxA5a* (Figure 3D–3F) is the only Hox gene we examined not expressed in close proximity to the developing teeth, but is strongly expressed around the future regions of tooth attachment and cartilage maturation of both upper and lower elements of PA7 (Figure 3E and 3F). These data demonstrate, contrary to our prediction, that cichlid pharyngeal jaws and their dentitions develop in a Hox-positive environment.

**A Dental Regulatory Circuit Is Conserved across Oral and Pharyngeal Jaws**

Tooth number is correlated on cichlid oral versus pharyngeal jaws (Figure 2] and 2K), but these jaws represent distinct cellular and developmental (Hox-negative vs. Hox-positive) environments (Figure 3). We therefore hypothesized that conservation in adult tooth pattern was due to conservation in a genetic network establishing tooth initiation on both jaws. We have recently described a dental gene network for cichlid oral jaws, a “periodic pattern generator” for interspecific variation in tooth row number, tooth number within rows, and tooth spacing [49]. Genes involved in this dental regulatory circuit include *bmp2, bmp4, dlx2, eda, edar, pax9, pitx2, runx2, shh*, and *wnt7b*; specific roles in odontogenesis have also been documented in the mouse (*Mus musculus*). A noted corollary of this hypothesis is that it might be surprising to observe the expression of ectodysplasin pathway genes *eda* and *edar* in the pharyngeal dentition (derived from endoderm), because these molecules are seemingly specified to ectodermal epithelial organs (see below), although expression has been observed in murine endoderm [51].

Most of the genes analyzed (six of eight; *bmp2, bmp4, dlx2, pitx2, runx2,* and *shh*) have equivalent expression patterns in dental epithelium and/or mesenchyme during cichlid oral and pharyngeal tooth development (Figure 4). The two exceptions are provided by *pax9* and *barx1*. *pax9* is expressed within the developing dentition of the oral jaws (Figure 4A; [49]) but not in close proximity to developing teeth in the pharynx, although expression is noted in cells of the pharyngeal mesenchyme lateral to the teeth (similarly described in zebrafish [D. rerio], medaka [Oryzias latipes], and the Mexican tetra [Astronotus ocellatus] by Stock and colleagues [31]) but not associated with cells of the dental mesenchyme (Figure 4B). Conversely, *barx1* is not localized to the oral dentition. It is expressed in the flanks of the oral jaw outside of the tooth-forming region (Figure 4C). However, *barx1* is expressed in the pharyngeal mesenchyme underlying the dental epithelial thickenings of the pharyngeal teeth on CB5 (PA7) (Figure 4D).

**Ectodysplasin Pathway Genes Pattern the Endodermal Pharyngeal Dentition**

We observed the expression of ectodysplasin pathway genes, *eda* and its receptor *edar*, in conserved dental cell types on both oral and pharyngeal jaws. The ectodysplasin receptor, *edar*, is expressed in the epithelial thickenings and within the oral epithelial odontogenic band (OB), similar to *shh* and *pitx2* [49]. During morphogenesis, expression of *edar* remains confined to the epithelial tooth germ (Figure 5A–5C). *eda* is similarly expressed in both oral [49] and pharyngeal teeth, restricted to the mesenchymal cells directly surrounding the developing initial epithelial thickening (the mesenchymal “zone of inhibition” [ZOI]; [49]; Figure 5D–5F) and later during morphogenesis around the maturing tooth germs. This is in contrast to its expression in mammalian teeth where it is exclusively expressed in the epithelial cells of the intergerm space (ZOI) before its expression is recruited into the tooth during morphogenesis of the outer dental epithelium [52,53]. This is the first documentation of ectodysplasin pathway genes expressed in teeth likely derived from endoderm, deep within the pharyngeal branchial arches. Our data complement a recent report that mutations in *eda* and *edar* result in loss of zebrafish pharyngeal teeth [46]. This result might have been expected due the expression of *Tabby-A* (*eda*) localized to the visceral and definitive endoderm in the mouse [51], although
Figure 3. Multiple Hox Genes Are Expressed during Pharyngeal Jaw and Tooth Development in Malawi Cichlids

(A–C) hoxA2b (A2b) expression in *M. zebra* (MZ).

(D–F) hoxA5a (A5a) expression in *C. conophorus* (CC).

(G–I) hoxB5b (B5b) expression in MZ.

(J–L) hoxB6b (B6b) expression in MZ.

(M–O) hoxD4a (D4a) expression in CC.

(A) hoxA2b is expressed in the hindbrain (black arrow) and the pharyngeal arch mesenchyme (white arrowhead).

(B and C) show an oblique coronal section: (B) hoxA2b expression surrounds more mature upper pharyngeal dentition away from cells directly associated with the teeth (black arrow). Tooth germs at an earlier stage of development show the expression of hoxA2b in closer proximity within the mesenchymal cells enveloping the tooth germs (black arrowheads) and in (C) demarcated by red dashed circles.

(D) hoxA5a is expressed in the hindbrain (black arrow) and in the posterior pharyngeal mesenchyme (white arrowhead).

(E and F) show a coronal section: (E) hoxA5a expression underlying the teeth (black arrowheads) in the pharyngeal jaw (and in [F]). hoxA5a expression is present around the forming cartilages of the fifth ceratobranchial (CB5), (white arrow) and the upper fourth epipharyngobranchial.

(G) hoxB5b is expressed in the hindbrain (black arrow) and the most posterior pharyngeal arch mesenchyme (white arrowhead).

(H and I) show a coronal section: (H) hoxB5b marks the dental mesenchyme surrounding each tooth germ (black arrowheads) in the pharyngeal jaw (CB5); higher magnification is shown in (I). NC, notochord.

(J) hoxB6b is present in the developing hindbrain (black arrow) and the posterior pharyngeal mesenchyme (white arrowhead).

(K and L) show a coronal section: (K) hoxB6b expression surrounds each tooth in the dental mesenchymal cells (black arrowheads); stronger expression is observed at the base of each tooth unit (black arrow), possibly related to the attachment between the mineralized tooth and the underlying cartilage of CB5. Expression surrounds the pharyngeal cartilages (white arrow); a higher magnification is shown in (L). pc, pharyngeal cavity.

(M) hoxD4a is expressed in the hindbrain (black arrow) and in the posterior pharyngeal mesenchyme (white arrowhead).

(N and O) show a coronal section: (N) hoxD4a is strongly expressed in the dental mesenchyme surrounding each tooth germ of the pharyngeal jaw. Each individual tooth is demarcated by the mesenchymal expression (black arrowheads). hoxD4a is also strongly up-regulated in the mesenchyme...
not related to an epithelial appendage per se (e.g., hair, tooth, or scale). *eda* and *edar* are members of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) superfamily and are imperative for the correct formation and patterning of ectodermal appendages in vertebrates such as feathers, hair, teeth, scales, and glands [52–56]. Human mutations in these and other members of the ectodysplasin pathway cause various forms of hypohidrotic ectodermal dysplasia (HED), which manifests by specifically affecting ectodermal appendages [52].

“Dental” Genes Similarly Pattern Skeletal Structures on PA3–6

Both *eda* and *edar* are involved in “gill raker” patterning along the mesiodistal axis of each gill bar. Gill rakers are skeletal elements of the oropharyngeal cavity that line the dorsal region of the cartilaginous gill arches from PA3 to PA6 (Figure 5A, 5C, 5D, and 5F). Each gill/branchial arch (PA3–6) is defined by a band of *edaledar* expression, from which *edar* is up-regulated at the site of initiation for gill raker primordia (Figure 5A–5C). *eda* is expressed during gill raker initiation similar to its expression in teeth (Figure 5E and 5F; [49]), labeling the interraker mesenchyme region for each gill raker primordium (Figure 5D and 5F). Thus, cichlid *eda* and *edar* are expressed in all seven arches, from the teeth and jaw of PA1 (oral jaw) throughout the series PA3–6 during gill raker placode formation, and in PA7, where they mark the pharyngeal dentition (Figures 5 and 6). Additionally, the non-dental, non-gill-bearing arch PA2 exhibits expression of the two ectodysplasin pathway genes in both internal pharyngeal endoderm and external arch ectoderm (Figure 5A and 5D), presumably recruited for the extension of PA2 to form the opercular flap gill cover in teleosts. The role of ectodysplasin pathway genes in the development of tetrapod PA2 remains unclear; in tetrapods PA2 skeletal elements support the jaw (hyoid) and contribute to the neck.

A collection of other dental markers (*β-catenin, bmp2, bmp4, dlx2, pitx2, and shh*; unpublished data) is also expressed in a similar manner during the patterning of the gill rakers. Gill rakers are iteratively initiated from a band of competence similar to the odontogenic band on the jaws, expressing these genes in a mesiodistal pattern, from which “raker buds” show localized expression. Furthermore, later in development, these elements house an additional set of teeth/denticles (unpublished data) [39,57,58]. Our data suggest that a conserved dental gene network periodically patterns distinct gill arch structures on PA3–6.

Discussion

There is avid interest in understanding the origin and developmental control of the dentition [1,3–5,39,59,60]. Teeth likely originated in the pharynx of jawless fishes that have long gone extinct (Figure 7). Ordered dentitions are an integral feature of gnathostome oral jaws; most extant gnathostome groups do not possess pharyngeal teeth. Some sharks and bony fishes do; pharyngognath teleosts possess toothed pharyngeal jaws [6–9]. Thus, cichlid fishes exhibit secondary jaws at the site of the first vertebrate dentition (in the pharynx) and teeth at the site of the first vertebrate jaws (PA1) (Figures 6 and 7). We find that tooth number is coordinately regulated on pharyngeal versus oral jaws across a broad diversity of Lake Malawi cichlids (Figure 2). Despite differences in the ecological function of these toothed jaws and despite differences in their developmental environment (Hox-negative, ectodermal contribution vs. Hox-positive, endodermal), conserved patterns of tooth initiation appear to be controlled by common gene regulatory circuitry. We interpret these data to hold important implications for the first vertebrate dentition, and the origin of an ancient dental gene network, retained in pharyngeal endoderm of modern fishes and modified for teeth on oral jaws (Figures 6 and 7).

Was Hox Expression Present in the Ancestral Dentition?

Our data demonstrate that Hox genes are expressed in cichlid pharyngeal jaws as the pharyngeal dentition initiates. Moreover, expression of a subset of these genes is observed within dental mesenchyme (*hoxa2h, hoxb3b, hoxb6b*, and *hoxd4a*, Figure 3; and *hoxb2a* and *hoxc6a*; unpublished data). Hox expression in teeth has not been noted before. This is not surprising; the majority of vertebrate developmental models do not possess a pharyngeal dentition (Hox genes are not expressed in PA1), and zebrafish Hox expression [27,61] has not been assessed during pharyngeal odontogenesis. This observation prompts a series of related questions: what role, if any, do Hox genes play in the pharyngeal dentition? Did ancient pharyngeal teeth express Hox genes? Hox genes (or their absence) are neither necessary nor sufficient for tooth initiation. All vertebrate oral dentitions develop in a Hox-negative environment. Initiation of the mouse dentition is unaffected when *Hoxa2* is overexpressed in the first arch [22]. Additionally, tooth development proceeds normally when Hox-positive mesenchyme from the second arch is recombined with first arch epithelium [22]. These latter results may have more to say about the independence of teeth and the jaws that house them (also [24–26]) than about the role of Hox genes in a developing tooth.

Notably, in other organ (e.g., limb) regulatory networks [62], Hox genes are upstream of a number of dental markers (*barx1, bmp2, bmp4, dlx2, pitx2, and shh*; unpublished data), and as such, Hox regulation might affect later aspects of pharyngeal tooth morphogenesis, replacement, or shape. One putative Hox target, *barx1* [62], is expressed in cichlid pharyngeal, but not oral, dentitions (Figures 4 and 6). *Barx1* is downstream of Fgf8 in mouse molars [63,64]; Fgf8 is absent from the oral and pharyngeal dentitions of all fishes examined to date [43,49]. Therefore, it is intriguing to speculate that Hox and *barx1* expression were components of an ancient dental program deep in the pharynx of jawless fishes, retained in the pharyngeal teeth of extant fishes. Hox genes may have played a patterning role for these first teeth, which lined an endoderm-rich pharyngeal cavity devoid of bony jaw elements. We speculate that as gnathostomes evolved a Hox-negative oral jaw, *barx1* expression was initially absent in oral teeth, and later recaptured by Fgf8 in mammalian molars.

---

doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000031.g003
Figure 4. A Dental Gene Network Exhibits Conserved Expression in Oral and Pharyngeal Teeth
pax9, a paired domain (not homeodomain) transcription factor, may have replaced Hox expression in gnathostome oral dental mesenchyme. pax9 is not essential for vertebrate tooth development (it is not expressed in all teeth), although it is necessary for mammalian odontogenesis [65,66].

The Origin of an Ancient Dental Network and Deployment on Old and New Jaws

We propose that an ancient dental gene network constructed the first tooth-like structures deep within the pharyngeal arches of jawless fishes, more than half a billion years ago [1–4,59,67,68]. This ancient dental regulatory circuit has been conserved in modern fishes as those markers expressed in pharyngeal dentitions. This dental network is comprised of genes present during pharyngeal tooth initiation: barx1, bmp2, bmp4, dlx2, pitx2, runx2, and shh, including the ectodysplasin pathway genes, eda and edar, with a contribution from Hox molecules. In addition to genes described here, a number of others expressed in the pharyngeal dentition of teleosts are part of the ancient dental network, including evx1 [41,69], lhx6, and lhx7 [43] (Figure 7; Table 1). β-catenin, fgf3, fgf10, and notch2, a set of stem cell markers recruited during ciliated oral jaw tooth replacement (G. J. Fraser and J. T. Streelman, unpublished data) are also assigned to the ancient dental network, based on expression in pharyngeal teeth (Figure 7; Table 1).

We hypothesize that this ancient dental network has patterned all pharyngeal teeth, from the first dentitions in now-extinct jawless vertebrates to modern osteichthyan and chondrichthyan fishes. Although an ambiguous relationship exists between the homology of the elements of the dermal skeleton and teeth/denticles of the oropharynx [68], we envisage a plausible scenario that follows the general “inside-out” model of odontode evolution [1,3,4,59] in which pharyngeal endoderm in collaboration with neural crest–derived ectomesenchyme permitted the development of the first discrete, patterned dental units in jawless vertebrates. In contrast, the “outside-in” notion of vertebrate odontode evolution [1,3,4,59,70], that dermal denticle units like those of modern elasmobranchs (sharks and rays) “migrated” into the mouth cavity coinciding with the appearance of oral jaws, is confidently contested as the earliest “toothed” vertebrates (i.e., conodonts) lacked a dental skeleton. Thus, it seems that pharyngeal teeth were the progenitor population for all vertebrate dentitions. We therefore propose that this ancient dental network was established close to the origin of vertebrates and was adopted for the formation of the first teeth.

This regulatory network was later co-opted and modified (Figure 7) to form teeth on the first jaws of gnathostomes (the oral jaws, PA1), providing the prerequisite for extreme predatory feeding, in the absence of Hox gene expression [21,71]. We infer from these data that the transition from agnathans to the first gnathostomes coincided with further modifications of the dental network governing the development of the early oral dentition. We observe a number of genes with variable dental expression patterns between vertebrates.

pax9 (Pax9) is imperative for mammalian tooth development, expressed during ciliated (Figures 4 and 6 and Table 1; [49]) and Mexican tetra [51] oral tooth initiation, but not expressed in relation to the pharyngeal teeth of cichlids (Figure 4) and zebrafish [43]. This suggests that pax9 was not part of the ancient dental network but became a player in Hox-negative oral tooth evolution. Fgf8 is an important regulator of murine odontogenesis, retained during the establishment of a poten-
tial avian odontogenic cascade [72], but is not present during the development of any teleost dentition [43,49]. Thus, we can assume Fgf8 was recruited in collaboration with tooth development during tetrapod dental evolution. In addition to these modifications, a member of the ancient dental network (present in pharyngeal teeth), \textit{barx1}, not involved in oral tooth development in fish (Figure 4) was subsequently adopted for mammalian molar formation. Some genetic participants of tooth development that made the transition from the ancient gene network to the evolution of oral teeth, e.g., \textit{eve1} [41,69], are not involved in tetrapod odontogenesis. Taken together, these reports of variable dental genes (\textit{pax9}, \textit{fgf8}) and members of the ancient gene network that have been lost (and regained) in oral dentitions (\textit{barx1}, \textit{eve1}) across vertebrates suggest that they are not "evolutionarily essential" for tooth development. The first oral dentitions during the advent of gnathostomes likely developed in a transitional genetic and cellular environment as the consequences of major changes in cell signaling (e.g., loss of Hox) sorted. Thus it is intriguing to note lack or the simplified peripheral oral dentition in the first gnathostomes (e.g., derived placoderms [73–75]), an experimental dental transition.

Subsequently in some groups of advanced teleost fishes [6–9], including cichlids, the ancient dental network located on PA7, in coordination with a recent adaptation of the pharyngeal skeleton, led to the evolution of a new functional toothed jaw, the pharyngeal jaw. Thus, the ancient dental gene network, once used for the first teeth in the pharynx of extinct jawless vertebrates, has been deployed on an entirely novel set of jaws (Figures 1, 2, and 7).

Figure 5. Ectodysplasin Pathway Genes, \textit{eda} and \textit{edar}, Are Expressed in Skeletal Structures throughout the Oropharynx

(A, B, and C) show \textit{edar} expression in the lower pharyngeal elements of \textit{L. fuelleborni} (LF) (6 dpf); dorsal views. (A) shows \textit{edar} expression in the entire lower pharyngeal series. \textit{edar} is localized to the epithelium of the tooth germs (black arrow) of the oral jaws (B) (arrowheads), in the surrounding epithelium along the mesiodistal axis in (B) (arrow), and in the pharyngeal endoderm including the hyoid arch (asterisk in [A]). \textit{edar} is expressed in gill raker bud epithelium (similar to tooth germ) on pharyngeal arches PA3–6 and in a band of gill raker initiation along the mesiodistal axes of each gill-bearing arch (white arrows in [A] and in [C]). \textit{edar} also labels in the epithelial cells of the pharyngeal tooth germs on PA7 (white arrowheads in [A] and in [C]).

(D, E, and F) show \textit{eda} in the lower pharyngeal elements of \textit{M. zebra} (MZ) (7dpf); dorsal views. (D) shows \textit{eda} expression in the lower pharyngeal series of MZ. (D) is composed of two images of the same specimen; the boxed area of the oral jaw (separate image) is shown in (E). \textit{eda} expression marks the mesenchymal cells surrounding and separating the tooth germs of the oral jaw (black arrow in [D]; open circles surrounded by \textit{eda} expression represent the epithelial tooth germs; also see [49]), through to the equivalent cells surrounding the tooth germs of the pharyngeal jaw, PA7 (white arrowheads in [D] and in [F]). Between these separated dental sites, \textit{eda} also labels the medial pharyngeal mesenchyme from the hyoid (PA2), including the second arch extension that will form the opercular flap (black arrowhead), through the series to the most posterior arch (PA7). \textit{eda} is also expressed in relation to the initiating gill rakers lining each of the gill-bearing arches, PA3–6 (white arrows). Breaking up the bands of expression are \textit{eda}-negative sites of gill raker bud initiation (red dashed circles) that express \textit{edar} in (C).

Scale bar in (B) represents 100 μm; (B, E, C, and F) are all to the same scale. Scale bars in (A and D) both represent 100 μm.

CB5, ceratobranchial 5.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000031.g005
The Core Dental Regulatory Network

Our analysis identifies a number of genes expressed commonly on cichlid oral and pharyngeal jaws (Figures 4 and 5). Many of these are similarly expressed in the pharyngeal dentition of zebrafish, across oral and pharyngeal dentitions in the rainbow trout, Japanese medaka, and Mexican tetra, and in the oral jaws of tetrapods (Table 1 and references therein). These common patterns define a core dental regulatory network likely expressed in the first tooth and all of its evolutionary descendants, regardless of anatomical location within the oropharynx. By definition, core genes are part of the ancient dental network, but not necessarily vice versa.

shh is a core marker of dental epithelial initiation, as is ptk2, bmp2, edar, and to some degree, bmp4, dlx2, and eda. In response to initial epithelial signals [76], molecules within the neural crest-derived ectomesenchyme activate the collaboration between these cell layers toward morphogenesis of the unit tooth; mesenchymal instigators of tooth development include bmp2, bmp4, dlx2, runx2, and eda (with eda deployment variable between vertebrates [49] although its role is potentially equivalent; Table 1). β-catenin, fgf3, fgf10, and notch2 are active during the initiation of dentitions and are recruited similarly in the dental stem cell niche of cichlid replacement teeth (G. J. Fraser and J. T. Streelman. unpublished data) and in continuously growing mouse incisors [77–79]. The core dental network represents a conserved set of molecules for tooth development that provides the molecular machinery and developmental constraints for all teeth, regardless of cellular origin (endodermal or ectodermal) or Hox gene contribution. We suggest that this core set is evolutionarily essential; no known examples of correctly patterned dentitions occur without the involvement of core genes. It is likely that nature has never made a tooth without this core genetic network. It is notable that members of the core dental network are coexpressed in the development of other vertebrate organs such as scales, feathers, and hair [54,56,80–86] and that the origin of these gene families predate vertebrates altogether. Regulatory interactions among the core genes are themselves likely to be ancient, and therefore evolutionarily successful. Such ancient developmental regulatory networks may be particularly robust to failure (for instance, null mutations in human, dog, and cow ectodysplasin pathway genes affect morphogenesis but usually do not lead to loss of all teeth [87–89]) while retaining the capacity for evolvability [46,49,52,90,91].

It is impossible to study the developmental programs that controlled morphologies of extinct organisms. It is possible, however, to infer evolutionary transitions from modern phenotypic diversity through to origins [92–98]. Here, we have combined paleontology, molecular developmental biology, and comparative morphology to infer the developmental basis of ancient dental structures close to the origin of vertebrates and their evolutionary progression through time to recent diversity.

Materials and Methods

Phylogenetic analysis. To generate a phylogenetic tree for the species examined, we assembled published ND2 data from a total of 37 species of Lake Malawi cichlids and several outgroup species. Modeldtest 3.06 [99] was used to identify the best model of molecular evolution for each codon site. With the ND2 gene partitioned into its codon sites, Bayesian analyses were executed to find approximations...
of the maximum likelihood tree using MrBayes 3.0 [100] with methods similar to those described in Huelsen et al. [101].

Comparative analyses of correlation in tooth number. Pharyngeal tooth counts were performed on high-magnification images of Malawi cichlid lower pharyngeal jaws, and each tooth was counted (see Figure 2). We counted all lower oral teeth for a number of specimens and devised a system to estimate oral tooth number that replicated the counts. Oral tooth number was estimated based on the exact numbers of teeth on one half of the lower jaw first row, multiplied by the exact number of rows, multiplied by 2 (for the two halves of the oral jaw process; Figure 2). To assess the putative relationship among oral jaw and pharyngeal lower jaw tooth number, we first examined the correlation between Malawi species values. Between one and four individuals (70 specimens total) were documented per 37 species (Table S1); the correlation was then based on the mean values. However, because species are not evolutionarily independent [102], we also performed an independent contrast analysis. For the phylogenetic backbone of this analysis, we used the single best ND2 phylogeny recovered above. Many of the species relationships were recovered only as polytomies due to a lack of base pair changes among these recently diverged species [103]. Phylogenetic independent contrast analyses were then performed in order to assess the independent contrast correlations among the number of teeth on each jaw. The “crunch” algorithm was used in CAIC because it treats all variables as continuous. Analyses were run with untransformed tooth number because the correlation of species values suggested the variance was equal for species possessing both large and small numbers of teeth. Because tooth number may increase over ontogeny (but see [104]), we also examined the correlation of tooth number on the two jaws with log_{10} specimen standard length (SL) used as a phylogenetic covariate. P. nigra is a species with extremely large numbers of teeth on both the oral and pharyngeal jaws; thus the inclusion of P. nigra may disproporionate affects on the regression trend. We therefore examined, and report the species level correlation with and without P. nigra.

Fish husbandry. Embryos and fry of multiple species of Lake Malawi cichlids (Coptochilus conophoros [CC], Dimidiochromis compressiceps [DC], Metriaclima zebra [MZ], and Labistochromus fuelleborni [LF]) were raised to the required stage in a recirculating aquarium system (GIT) at 28 °C. Embryo ages (in days postfertilization [dpf]) were set after the identification of mouth brooding females (day 0). Embryos were then removed from the mouths of brooding females and, if required, were maintained for further development in separate culture tanks at 28 °C. All animals were handled in strict accordance with good animal practice as defined by the relevant national and/or local animal welfare bodies, and all animal work was approved by the appropriate committee at Georgia Institute of Technology.

Sequences. Cloned sequences used to generate digoxigenin-labeled antisense riboprobes from Malawi cichlid species have been published [49], additional sequences have been deposited in GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nih.gov; accession numbers FJ594754–FJ594761 and FJ597647). Many genes were identified through partial genome assemblies of L. fuelleborni and M. zebra [50] and cloned from M. zebra and L. fuelleborni cDNA libraries, including all of the Hox genes...
present in this study (cichlid Hox sequences from genomic contigs are also published in [105]). Overall, Malawi cichlids exhibit almost no sequence divergence; the average nucleotide diversity for comparisons across the Malawi assemblage is 0.26%, less than among vertebrate labs [50].

**In situ hybridization.** In situ hybridization experiments were based on a protocol from [49] and references therein. Specimens for in situ hybridization were anesthetized in tricaine methanesulfonate (MS222; Argent) and fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1% phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at 4 °C. Specimens were stage-matched based on external features, including pectoral and caudal fin development and eye development and maturity. All in situ hybridization experiments were performed with multiple specimens (multiple individuals were fixed at regular intervals, within single broods, then experiments were repeated at least twice with alternative broods) to fully characterize the expression patterns. After color reaction (NBT/BCIP; Roche) embryos were washed in PBS and fixed again in 4% PFA, before whole-mount imaging using a Leica Microsystems VT1000 vibratome.

**Supporting Information**

**Table S1.** Mean Oral and Pharyngeal Tooth Counts and Standard Length (SL) for One to Four Malawi Cichlid Adults from 37 Species (asterisks) are indicated on Figure 2A–2K. Found at doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000031.st001 (30 KB DOC).

**Table S2.** Referenced Molecular Interactions during Tooth Development from the Interactions Schematized in Figure 7, Panel 4. Found at doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000031.st002 (80 KB DOC).
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